SUMMARY

In September 2021, the Greek government opened the first Closed Controlled Access Center (CCAC) on the island of Samos. In this new center, built with €43 million in EU funds, containers with beds and toilets replaced the makeshift tents of the old camp. Yet testimonies collected by the Greek Council for Refugees from people living in the new center and civil society organizations report prison like conditions. Approximately 100 people have not been able to leave the reception center for two months due to an exit ban that the Greek administrative court found amounts to illegal de facto detention. The Ministry of Asylum and Migration takes great pride in the 24/7 surveillance and security control mechanisms of the new center, while at the same time, the medical unit of the facility has no doctor. These hotspots were born from the EU Agenda on Migration of 2015 and the construction of the closed camps are 100% EU funded. EU actors must ensure that the violation of the right to liberty in these centres is not purposefully part of a policy of deterring people from entering Greece, or indeed the EU. Closed centers and human rights violations should not and are not a migration policy strategy. These camps make it impossible for “Europeans to trust that migration is managed in an effective and humane way, fully in line with our [EU] values”.

In December 2021, a GCR delegation visited the Samos CCAC and met with residents, the administration, and civil society organizations operating on the island which provide legal, medical and psychosocial aid to migrants.
CALL TO ACTION

The Greek Council for Refugees and Oxfam are calling on EU member states’ governments, with the support of the European Commission to accept responsibility for the refugee population that reaches Europe.

The Greek Council for Refugees and Oxfam are calling on EU Member States and EU institutions to:

❖ Reject the policy of remote and closed centers and, instead, promote social integration policies for newly arrived asylum seekers and recognized refugees, in compliance with the EU own integration policy.
❖ End the use of official and de facto administrative detention measures against people seeking international protection in the EU.
❖ Establish a mechanism to monitor the living conditions of migrants in the camps and secure that basic human needs such as access to healthy, safe and nutritious food and efficient medical care will not be undermined.
❖ Ensure asylum seekers’ effective access to the asylum procedure and substantive examination of their asylum applications.
❖ Ensure that Greece complies with the European Commission’s call to establish an effective and independent border monitoring mechanism.
❖ Share responsibility with Greece for receiving and welcoming people asking for asylum in Europe. Most urgently this should include relocation of asylum seekers who are identified by Greek authorities and NGOs as those most in need of relocation.

In addition, the Greek Council for Refugees and Oxfam are calling on Greece, with the support of the European Commission, to:

❖ Abandon the strategy and implementation of “Closed Controlled-Access Centers”.
❖ Stop all unjustified and/or illegal restrictions of asylum seekers’ freedom of movement.
❖ Respect the right to personal and family life of the asylum seekers and adapt the safety mechanisms of the new centers.
❖ Ensure the adequate and specialized staffing of the Medical and Psychosocial Units based in camps.
❖ Ensure vulnerable camp residents’ prompt transfer to the mainland for the required medical treatment that cannot be provided in islands’ hospitals suffering from staff and equipment shortage.
❖ Examine all asylum applications on the merits, ensure that every individual asylum seeker has access to effective asylum procedure and none is trapped in legal limbo.
❖ Remove the illegal obligation of a €100 fee for second and further subsequent asylum applications’ registration that violates the right to access to asylum procedure.
❖ Apply alternatives to administrative detention measures and, in any case, refrain from using administrative detention, when there is no real and immediate possibility of removal.
❖ Examine all the reports of alleged pushbacks and guarantee the establishment of an independent and effective national border monitoring mechanism.
From the “Jungle” to the “Prison”

Two years ago, in February 2020, the previous Reception and Identification Center (RIC) on Samos housed about 7,200 people – nearly 10 times its capacity. These overcrowded conditions resulted in many people living in makeshift tents in inhuman and degrading conditions, in the wider forest area known as the “jungle”. The previous RIC was about 400 meters from the city center and within a 10-minute walk, asylum seekers could have access to essential services and goods, interact with the local society and engage in social activities. Although conditions were still inhumane, before the pandemic, asylum seekers were able to move freely in and out of the camp.

Now, two years later, Samos has become a center for reports of illegal pushbacks. The island only hosts 372 people seeking asylum in the new camp, located in the remote Zervou area. The new Closed and Controlled Facility or camp has a capacity of 3,000 residents, including 900 in the pre-removal detention section that has not been yet operational. The camp is heavily fortified and guarded 24/7 by the Greek police and a private security company. It is surrounded by two layers of barbed wire and has additional internal fences between its different areas; with even the kindergarten being surrounded by fences. To walk from container to the administrative services’ office inside the camp, residents must pass through a gate manned by a security officer and submit to a security check and have a metal detector bodily check. There are security guards patrolling elevated observation posts and monitoring a closed-circuit surveillance system with camera surveillance and motion analysis algorithms monitoring the behaviour and movement of residents inside the camp. This level of supervision, which is fully funded by the EU, could be viewed as an invasion of an asylum seekers’ right to private and family life.

To enter and exit the camp, residents have to go through turnstiles, magnetic gates, x-rays and pass through a two-factor access control system (electronic card and fingerprint). In addition, each time camp residents return, they are subjected to body and bag searches and pass again through a metal detector. Even children attending school, are forced to undergo this exhausting screening twice a day. According to the General Regulation on the operation of Islands’ CCACs, residents are only allowed to exit and enter the camp during a specific window of time. In case of absences or lateness, those residents can be punished with a decision of termination of residence and the material reception conditions provided, meaning cash assistance and food. Legal aid organizations operating on Samos report cases where the security guards did not let a resident enter the site as he was absent for one day without notice, where the administration rejected a resident’s request without justification for a few days-absence for personal reasons, and where the administration did not approve the exit for residents to go to work or volunteer.

These instances raise concerns that the administration and security service of the camp are arbitrarily preventing exit without following official procedures, without written justified decisions, and in violation of procedural safeguards and residents’ rights.

Lawyers supporting asylum seekers through their asylum application process report incidents where they had to wait for unreasonable time at the gate for their entrance to be approved and/or that they were being followed by security guards while visiting their clients inside the camp. Additionally, a resident reported that when journalists visited the facility, they were accompanied by security guards, and residents did not feel free to express their views. MSF reported that the majority of their mental health patients on Samos present symptoms of depression and PTSD and denounced the deterioration of these people’s mental and physical well-being in the new closed camp.
Illegal Detention Practice

According to residents’ testimonies and reports by Amnesty International, GCR and civil society organizations operating on Samos, an illegal detention regime has been in operation on the island for several months. Beginning on 17th November, Samos CCAC’s residents that do not have an asylum applicant smart card (necessary to access the centers security systems) have been generally forbidden to leaving the site. This has been done without an administrative decision and without providing information regarding the legal basis on which the exit ban is implemented. Security guards at the gates of the CCAC said that those who do not have an asylum applicant card cannot exit the facility.

People without asylum applicant cards are newly arrived persons waiting for a card to be issued, persons with second-instance negative decisions that have not registered or cannot register a subsequent asylum application, persons who have registered a subsequent application, and those with a first-instance negative decision waiting for an appeal.

In December, the number of the people banned from exiting the camp was around 100, out of the 450 residents.

On 17 December 2021, the Administrative Court of Syros, ruling in the case of an Afghan resident of the facility, confirmed that the prohibition of exit from the Samos CCAC imposed by the Greek state was unlawful. The Court stated that the Head of the CCAC illegally took the measure in question, the exit ban, against the applicant and ordered for it to be lifted. In the aforementioned case, there was no chance to monitor the administration’s reaction to the court decision as the Afghan resident received an asylum applicant card and now can exit the center due to an admissibility decision on his subsequent application issued by the asylum service, not due to the CCAC administration’s compliance with the court decision.

Despite the court’s decision on the arbitrary nature of this practice, recent residents’ testimonies and civil society organizations report that the Administration of the camp continue to impose this illegal detention measure on dozens of residents, although the administration officially denies the practice. Additionally, civil society organizations observe that since the illegal detention practice became known and some residents have proceeded with legal actions, the administration has adopted “revenge tactics”. These have included sudden police incursion inside residents’ containers in early morning hours, transfers to the police station and oral eviction notices to residents with a second instance rejection, pending for the registration of their subsequent application.

It must be made clear that the use of excessive technological means of control, such as the use of the two-factor access control system, are an intentional and optional choice that the administration is making and this choice cannot result in the unlawful deprivation of asylum seekers’ freedom and basic rights. Inside the camp, the food and clothing distribution areas and restaurants (not yet operational) are equipped with turnstile access control system which require the use of the electronic asylum applicant card. People without an asylum applicant card who are currently arbitrarily denied their freedom, will in the future also be deprived of access to food and basic items simply due to not having the applicant card.

“I just want to go outside. They don’t let me. They are keeping me here as a prisoner. If I had to choose, I would say that I would prefer the previous camp – at least, there, I was free. I was not living in a cage. At least, I had my freedom to go somewhere.”

-T. Young Afghan man, trapped on Samos since 2019
Lack of Medical Staff and Limited Access to Healthcare

The Medical and Psychosocial Unit of the RIC (staffed by EODY, National Organization for Public Health), based in the Samos CCAC, has 4 nurses, 2 social workers, 1 psychologist, 4 interpreters and 1 supervisor. There is no doctor on staff. Currently, a military doctor visits the facility for a few hours regularly but not during the weekends or even every weekday. EODY can refer cases to Samos General Hospital for further examination, preparing every Friday a list of appointments in consultation with the hospital. However, EODY only operates between 8:00-16:00; the remaining 16 hours per day, there is no one to provide medical first aid and assess health risks. Unskilled and untrained security and police personnel are responsible for identifying urgent medical cases and it is left to their discretion if someone should be transferred to the hospital or not. In parallel, residents are not able to independently visit the Emergency department of the hospital as local Greeks do, as they do not enjoy freedom of movement. Finally, the hospital is 9 km away, the bus is unaffordable and only available during the limited hours. There is just one ambulance serving the whole island of more than 30,000 people. It is only a matter of time before asylum seekers under the care and protection of the RIC will need urgent medical care and will suffer great health risks due to the lack of medical infrastructure.

GCR and Oxfam are very concerned about the minors on Samos island as the Medical Unit stated their inability to examine alleged minors and assess their age (age assessment procedure), because the unit lacks the required specialized medical staff. As a result, cases of alleged minors have to be referred directly to Samos General Hospital, which is contrary to a child-friendly and integrated approach.

Finally, the General Hospital of Samos is under-staffed, as is the case with all hospitals on the Greek islands. Not all needed specializations are available and it lacks specialized medical equipment. For these well-known reasons, all vulnerable people like those with severe physical or mental health issues, pregnant women, and elderly people should be promptly transferred to proper and special accommodation facilities on the mainland, where they can have access to well-resourced hospitals and required medical treatment.

Isolated Camps, Local Objections, and the Policy of Deterrence

Following the opening of the first CCAC on Samos island, new CCAC’s on Kos and Leros islands were officially inaugurated on November 27th 2021. They have a capacity of 1540 and 1780 residents respectively but currently only host 280 and 24 residents. Similar closed and controlled camps are due to be built on Chios and Lesbos next. The CCACs on all the islands are located in remote, isolated areas that exclude any possibility for refugees’ social integration and infringe on their ability to access services which contradicts the EU’s own integration policy.

The new CCAC in Kos is built in the same spot as the old facility, in a remote area, 15 km outside of the city. Since January 2020, everyone arriving on Kos has been detained automatically upon arrival. Despite this automatic detention being illegal under Greek, EU and other international human rights law, the situation on Kos has been relatively under reported, with asylum seekers abandoned there, invisible and feeling like “ghosts.” Kos facility has been functioning as a de facto closed

“There are some days that the food is really bad; you can get sick from the bad quality. At night, we have to beg for just some bread. I have a medical problem with my eyes. There is no doctor here to examine me.”
-R. Young Somali Man
center since 2020 which gives rise to concerns that closed centers in remote areas could leave space for arbitrary administrative practices and violations of asylum seekers’ rights happening out of the public eye. Moreover, any forms of collective protest migrants might choose will be far from the center and, thus, remain invisible.29

Protests were held in early January of this year in response to the launch of construction for the new CCAC on Chios and Lesbos islands. Local Greeks gathered at the islands’ ports and managed to block the ferry carrying the machinery for the new facilities from docking.30 The North Aegean Regional Governor actively participated in protests. Those opposed to the creation of these new centers point out that this will also include a pre-removal detention section, which could trap thousands of people on the island. Vastria, the selected remote area for the Lesbos CCAC is in the middle of a pine forest with no fire-breaks.31 The Migration and Asylum Minister, during an online press conference with local media, claimed that the locals should not worry. He said that the structure will protect the islanders and the rest of the country, and the pre-removal detention section “will be totally closed, like the prisons of Chios”.32 The Minister also clarified that “closed centres are a choice made by the governing party based on ideology”33 and that closed centers together with the “safe third countries concept” approach (the non-examination of asylum applications34) and reduction of duration and cost of benefits for asylum seekers35 aim to “discourage them from coming in the first place”.36 This explicit link between the unlawful detention of people seeking safety and deterring migration is unacceptable.
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